ADDED VALUE
INCLUDED.
MORE EXPERTISE: TECEone is innovative. It is a toilet and bidet in one.
This is how convenience in the bathroom is redefined and integrated.
MORE ENJOYMENT: Stress-free fitting, tried and trusted shower
function, easy control, timeless design. Hygiene in the bathroom can be
so easy.
MORE CUSTOMERS: TECEone concentrates on the essentials.
And yet still has lots to offer. For those who are looking for a clever
combination of form, function and price.
MORE SECURITY: TECEone does not need electricity, pumps or
electronics. Hot and cold water connections are enough.
An integrated thermostat and high-quality functional elements
guarantee individual security.
MORE VALUE: The perfect combination of timeless design, intelligent
technology and attractive value for money. That is TECEone.
TECEone. My perfect toilet.
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TECEone. My perfect toilet.
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TECEone

STRAIGHT TO
THE POINT.
Reduced to the max. But thanks to its innovative technology, it is much more than
just the usual toilet. TECEone redefines toilet standards in the bathroom.
You can also discover ‘my perfect toilet’ on the internet at www.tece.com/teceone
TECEone. My perfect toilet.

DESIGN: With its timelessly beautiful design, reduced and
modern, TECEone harmonises with every bathroom ambience.
HYGIENE: TECEone cleans with a particularly pleasant and
full water stream and individually adjustable shower functions.
CONVENIENCE: TECEone offers convenience in every life
situation. Intuitive to use and thoroughly ergonomic, with a soft
close toilet seat.

PLUS
BIDET
FUNCTION.

CLEANING: The clear shape, the completely integrated
technology and the rimless ceramic design with included splash
guard offer easy cleaning.
INSTALLATION: TECEone does not need electricity or
electronics; for a good and secure feeling in the bathroom.
Simple installation, including minimal maintenance.
VALUE FOR MONEY: Hygiene does not have to be a luxury.
TECEone concentrates on the essentials. Simple. Better.
More beautiful.
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SIMPLY.
BETTER.
MORE
BEAUTIFUL.

